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Abstract 

Nowadays, in different domains there are many systems whose processes are 
described by queueing models. This paper analyzes the characteristics of a 
queueing model called retrial queue in fuzzy environment using a technique 
called L-R method. The model considered contains only one server and is 
frequented only by patient customers. Basing on this technique, customer 
waiting time and customers number are easily computed in the orbit and in the 
entire system comparatively to mathematical non-linear programming method. 
A numerical example is proposed to shows the validity of this approach. 

1. Introduction 

Queue model called retrial queue is one of queueing systems which is 
most used in computer systems, in communication systems, in telephone 
systems, in supermarkets or at airports when aircrafts are waiting for 
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landing permission. Generally, analytical analysis of this model is 
difficult excepted for a few simple models (see [10], [11]). To prevent some 
inconveniences in its functioning, it is important to know its system 
characteristics. 

In queueing theory literature, retrial queues with patient customers 
are largely studied in different senses by many researchers, especially in 
crisp model (e.g., see [1], [11], [2], [8], [15], [6], [9], [21]). Regarding fuzzy 
model, only a few studies have been devoted to this topic. Precisely, [14] 
constructed the membership function for a fuzzy retrial queueing system 
using non-linear programming approach with three fuzzy variables: 
fuzzified exponential arrival, retrial and service rate. Using fuzzy set 
theory to deal with a markovian fuzzy retrial queue, [20] computed by 
alpha-cuts approach and fuzzy arithmetic operations the expected 
waiting time and the expected number of customers in orbit when the 
arrival rate, service rate, and retrial rate are triangular fuzzy numbers. 
In these two last works, the authors have analyzed fuzzy retrial queues 
characteristics by mathematical non-linear programming method which 
combines two kinds of fuzzy arithmetics: the one based on Zadeh’s 
extension principle and the one based on alpha-cuts and intervals 
arithmetic. According to these arithmetics, final results are obtained 
after a long process which requires successively two steps (e.g., see [16], 
[13]): 

● to transform a fuzzy queue into a family of crisp queues using 
cuts-α approach; 

● to develop a set of parametric non linear programs to describe the 
family of these classical queues by means of system characteristics. 

In the present paper, we apply another performance measures 
computation called L-R method (Left-Right method), recently introduced 
by [18] to achieve the same task, when some queue parameters are L-R 
fuzzy numbers. This method is essentially based on L-R fuzzy arithmetic 
and uses only secant approximations for best results. 
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The paper is planned as follows: The second section gives some 
preliminaries needed in L-R method application. The third section recalls 
analytical results of a simple retrial queue in crisp model. Based on L-R 
method description proposed in [18], the fourth section provides a general 
process to calculate any fuzzy queue characteristic. Following this 
process, the fifth section solves a numerical example at the end of which 
all fuzzy retrial queue characteristics are successfully computed in the 
orbit and in the entire system. The sixth section gives a conclusion. 

2. Preliminaries 

2.1. Fuzzy set 

Definition 2.1 (Zimmermann [23]). Let E be a classical set or a 

universe. A fuzzy subset A~  (or a fuzzy set A~ ) in E is defined by the 

function ,~Aη  called membership function of ,~A  from E to the real unit 

interval [ ].1,0  

In these conditions, ( )aA~η  is called the grade or the membership 

degree of .~, Aaa ∈∀  For each Ex ∈  such as ( ) xxA ,1~ =η  is said mean 

value, modal value or mode of .~A  

Definition 2.2 (Hanss [12]). Let A~  be a fuzzy subset in the universe 

E. The alpha-cut ,~
αA  the support ( ),~supp A  the height ( ),~Ahgt  and the 

core ( )Acore ~  of ,~A  are crisp sets defined, respectively, as follows 

[ ] :1,0∈∀a  

{ ( ) },~ ~ α≥η∈=α xExA A   (1) 

( ) { ( ) },0~supp ~ >η∈= xExA A   (2) 

( ) { ( ) },max~ ~ ExxAhgt A ∈η=   (3) 

( ) { ( ) }.1~ ~ =η∈= xExAcore A   (4) 
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Definition 2.3 (Zadeh [22]). A fuzzy set A~  is said normal if and only if 

( ) ,1~ =Ahgt  

and convex if and only if 

( )( ) { ( ) ( )},,min1 ~~~ yxyx AAA ηη≥λ−+λη  

[ ].1,0,~, ∈α∀∈∀ Ayx  

2.2. Fuzzy number 

Definition 2.4 (Buckley and Eslami [4]). A fuzzy number A~  is a 
fuzzy subset of R  such as: 

(i) ( ) ;0~ /≠Acore  

(ii) αA~  are all closed and bounded subintervals of ;R  

(iii) ( )A~supp  is bounded. 

Definition 2.5 (Zimmermann [23], p. 59). A fuzzy number A~  is said 
positive if and only if ( ) 0,0 ~ =η<∀ xx A  and negative if and only if 

,0>∀x  ( ) .0~ =η xA  

Definition 2.6 (Mukeba et al. [19], p. 71). Let A~  and B~  be two fuzzy 

numbers. BA ~~ <  if and only if ( ) ( ) .,~supp,~supp yxByAx <∈∀∈∀  

In the other words, 

{ ( )} { ( )}.~suppinf~suppsup~~ BABA <⇔<   (5) 

2.3. L-R fuzzy number 

Definition 2.7 (Bouchon [3]). A fuzzy number A~  is said L-R fuzzy 
number if only if it exists three real numbers 0,0, >> bam  and two 

positive, continous and decreasing functions L and R, from R  to [ ],1,0  

such as 
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( ) ( ) ,100 == RL  (6) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,0lim,0,01 =>=
∞→

xLxLL
x

 (7) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,0lim,0,01 =>=
∞→

xRxRR
x

 (8) 

( )

( ) [ ]

( ) [ ]














+∈−

−∈−

=η

otherwise.,0

,,if,

,,if,

~ bmmxb
mxR

mamxa
xmL

xA  (9) 

In these conditions, 

– A~  is noted .,,~
LRbamA =  Sometimes, the notation LRbamA ,,~ =  

is said the L-R representation of .~A  

– m is the modal value of .~A  

– a and b are called, respectively, left spread and right spread of .~A  

– According to Equation (2), supp A~  is the ordinary open interval 

( ) ] [ .,~supp bmamA +−=  

– If L and R in Definition 2.7 are given by ( ) ( ) ( ),1,0max xxRxL −==  

the L-R fuzzy number A~  is a triangular fuzzy number noted ( )bmaA =~  

or ( )bmaA ,,~ =  (see, e.g., [23], [5]). Such an L-R fuzzy number is often 
used to facilitate the L-R fuzzy numbers illustration. We will use it in 
Section 5 in the idea to make easy the numerical example proposed. 

2.4. L-R fuzzy numbers arithmetic 

Queues parameters and queues systems characteristics being often 
positive numbers, we are intersested in this subsection only by arithmetic 
operations on positive L-R fuzzy numbers. Regarding this arithmetic, 
some results exist and are well known in the literature. For two L-R 

fuzzy numbers LRbamM ,,~ =  and ,,,~
LRdcnN =  the sum and the 
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difference are also L-R fuzzy numbers (see [7]), but the product and the 
quotient do not be L-R fuzzy numbers (see [12]). For multiplication and 
division, L-R method needs only their secant approximations formulas for 
best results (see [17]). Thus, all calculations of fuzzy queues 
characteristics pass by the following formulas (see [18], p. 60): 

,,,~~
LRdbcanmNM +++=+   (10) 

,,,~~
LRcbdanmNM ++−=−   (11) 

,,,.~.~
LRbdnbmdacnamcnmNM ++−+≈   (12) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .,,~
~

LRcnn
bc

n
b

cnn
mc

dnn
ad

n
a

dnn
md

n
m

N
M

−
++

−+
−+

+
≈  (13) 

3. The Crisp Model of Retrial Queue 

3.1. Description of M / M /1 retrial queue 

The basic model of a simple markovian retrial queue, briefly noted 
“M/M/ 1 /1 – R” is given in ([2], p. 300). It is represented in Figure 1 
below. Let us assume as in ([11], p. 159) that a single class of customers 
from calling source arrives to the system according to a Poisson flow with 
rate .λ  

 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a simple traditional retrial queue. 
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(i) If a primary customer finds the server available, he gets in, 
receives a service and leaves the system. It is assumed that the server 
offers an exponential service with rate .µ  

(ii) If he finds the server busy, he may do two choices: 

(a) To leave the system altogether (impatience case); 

(b) To return later to the server (patience case). While away, the 
customer is said to be in orbit. 

(iii) From the orbit, he can only check the server status by rearriving 
at the server. Such an event is called a retrial. It is assumed that all 
inter-retrials are exponentially distributed with parameter .θ  

(iv) The customer located in the orbit repeats the request after some 
random time until the server is ready to receive him, otherwise he 
abandons the system. 

(v) In this work, we will assume that: 

(a) No customer leaves the system due to impatience, this implies 
that the total output flow equals to ;µ  

(b) The orbit capacity is assumed to be infinite; 

(c) All processes in the system are i.i.d. (independent and identically 
distributed). 

In these conditions, the orbit is like a queue in witch customers spend 
time waiting to be served. In orbit, a customer cannot monitor the status 
of the server. In particular, once the server becomes free, there is a delay 
in time until a customer in orbit realizes that the server is free and 
begins service. Also, it is excluded that customers queue in orbit. From 
the orbit, the order of service depends on the random order in which 
customers return to check the system status and the random chance that 
a server is available at the moment when the customer returns to it. In 
particular, customers do not generally receive service by first-in first-out 
discipline. 
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3.2. Characteristics of M / M /1 retrial queue 

Let us denote by ,,,,, 00 WLWLW ss  and L, respectively, the mean 

time spent in orbit, the expected number of customers in orbit, the 
customer waiting time in the server, the expected number of customers in 
the server, the average waiting time in the system, and the expected 
number of customers in the system. Since, there is only one server, then 

µ
λ=sL  and .1

µ
=sW  

Moreover, 

,0 sWWW +=   (14) 

and 

.0 sLLL +=   (15) 

With the above assumptions, Bolch et al. ([2], pp. 301-302) and Gross 
et al. ([11], p. 162), show that if the queue is stable, that is ,µ<λ  then 

the characteristics ,,, 00 WLL  and W are computed by the following crisp 

formulas at steady state: 

( )
( ) ,0 λ−µµθ

θ+µλ=W  (16) 

( )
( ) ,.

2
00 λ−µµθ

θ+µλ=λ= WL  (17) 

( ) ,
λ−µθ
θ+λ=W  (18) 

( )
( ) ..

λ−µθ
θ+λλ=λ= WL  (19) 
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4. The Fuzzy Model 

4.1. Characteristics of fuzzy retrial queue 

Let us reconsider all assumptions of a retrial queue in Section 3, and 

assume that all rates ,, µλ  and θ  are L-R fuzzy numbers noted ,~,~ µλ  and 

.~θ  In these conditions, the model becomes the fuzzy model noted 
“FM/FM/1 / 1- R”, where FM denotes a fuzzified exponential distribution. 
Further to this change in queue parameters nature, the crisp 
performance measures formulas in Equations (16), (17), (18), and (19) 
change and become, respectively: 

( )
( )

,~~~~
~~~~

0
λ−µµθ
θ+µλ

=W  (20) 

,~.~~
00 λ= WL  (21) 

( )
,~~~

~~~
λ−µθ
θ+λ=W  (22) 

.~.~~ λ= WL  (23) 

Here, we do not use the classical arithmetic to compute system 

characteristics. ,~,~ µλ  and θ~  being fuzzy numbers, we must use the fuzzy 

arithmetic. Instead of mathematical non-linear programming method 
used in the two aforesaid works, we use now L-R method whose the 
process is proposed in the following subsection to compute these 
characteristics. But before to launch computation, it is required to be 
sure that the queue stability condition is verified. By analogy to crisp 
model and according to Equation (5), such a fuzzy queue is stable if only 

if the input flow λ~  is less than the output flow ,~µ  in the other words: 

{ ( )} { ( )}.~suppinf~suppsup µ<λ  
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4.2. L-R method process 

As indicated above, L-R method consists in using L-R fuzzy 
arithmetic rectricted to secant approximations to compute fuzzy queues 
characteristics. That is mean, using L-R method, arithmetic operations in 
Equations (20), (21), (22), and (23) are computed by corresponding 
formula chosen among Equations (10), (11), (12), and (13) after putting 
all queue parameters in their L-R representations. Suppose, for example, 
that we are in want to determine a fuzzy queue characteristic whose the 
crisp formula is given by 

( ),,,, 21 nxxxfK …=   (24) 

where f is a real multi-valued function and nxxx ,,, 21 …  the crisp queue 
parameters. The fuzzy formula of this characteristic is 

( ),~,,~,~~~
21 nxxxfK …=   (25) 

where f~  is a fuzzy multi-valued function and nxxx ~,,~,~
21 …  the fuzzy 

queue parameters. Basing on L-R method described in ([18], p. 60), K~  
can be determined by the following process: 

(1) Determine L-R representations of fuzzy numbers nxxx ~,,~,~
21 …  

and substitute them in Equation (25). If LRiiii mx ωϕ= ,,~  for 

,1 ni ≤≤  Equation (25) becomes: 

( ).,,,,,,,,,~~
222111 LRnnnLRLR mmmfK ωϕωϕωϕ= …   (26) 

(2) Compute the expression obtained in Equation (26) applying L-R 
fuzzy arithmetic rectricted to secant approximations. For these 
operations, only formula in Equations (10), (11), (12), and (13) are used. 

(3) The final result in the second step is an L-R fuzzy number K~  such 
as 

,,,~
LRmK ωϕ=   (27) 

where ,,, ωϕm  and ] [ω+ϕ− mm ,  represent, respectively, the modal 

value, the left spread, the right spread, and the support of .~K  
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(4) So, the performance measure computed is a fuzzy number whose 
modal value and support are, respectively, m and ] [ ., ω+ϕ− mm  In the 

other words, K~  is an imprecise real number whose value is 
approximately between ϕ−m  and ω+m  and whose the most possible 

value is m. 

Remark 4.1. Different queue rates being often strictly positive 

numbers, we will exclude in computation all cases of fuzzy numbers X~  

such as ( ).~supp0 X∈  This exception eliminates absurd results due to 

the presence of zero as a denominator. Moreover, the queue being stable, 
we do not obtain absurd or negative results due to the presence of the 

factor λ−µ ~~  in denominators of Equations (20), (21), (22), and (23). 

The following section shows the practical use of this approach 
through an example treated in [20]. 

5. Numerical Example 

5.1. Problem 

In a packet switching network, we considered a computer network in 
which there are a group of host computers, connected to interface 
message processors. Message arrives at the host computer following a 
Poisson stream. If the host computer wishes to transmit the message to 
another host computer, it must send the message and the final address to 
the interface message processor to which it is associated. If the processor 
is free the message is accepted. Otherwise, the message comes back to 
the host computer and is stored in a buffer to be transmitted some time 
later. The buffer in the host computer, the interface processor and the 
transmission policy correspond to the orbit, the server and the retrial 
discipline, respectively, in the queuing terminology. Concerned with 
system efficiency, the management wants to obtain the system 
characteristics, including the expected waiting time and the number of 
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customer in the orbit. The arrival of message to the system is about 16 
per hour. From buffer, the message recalls the processor around 8 times 
per hour. The processor treats about 21 message per hour. 

5.2. Solution 

Let us assume as in [20] that arrival rate, retrial rate and service 
rate in the system are triangular fuzzy numbers represented, respectively, 

by ( ) ( ) ( ).22,8,1~and,22,21,19~,18,16,15~ =θ=µ=λ  These parameters being 

L-R fuzzy numbers, we can use the process described in Subsection 4.2 to 
analyze queue characteristics enumerated in equations from (20) to (23). 

(1) Putting fuzzy parameters ,~,~ θλ  and µ~  in their L-R representations, 

we get 

,2,1,16~
LR=λ   (28) 

,14,7,8~
LR=θ   (29) 

.1,2,21~
LR=µ   (30) 

(2) Substituting these L-R representations, respectively, in Equations 
(20), (21), (22), and (23), we obtain 

[ ]
[ ] [ ] ,2,1,161,2,21.1,2,21.14,7,8

14,7,81,2,21.2,1,16~
0

LRLRLRLR

LRLRLRW
−

+
=  (31) 

,~.2,1,16~
00 WL LR=  (32) 

[ ] ,2,1,161,2,21.14,7,8
14,7,82,1,16~

LRLRLR

LRLRW
−

+
=  (33) 

.~.2,1,16~ WL LR=  (34) 
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(3) Computing characteristics in Equations (31), (32), (33), and (34) 

using formula among (10), (11), (12), and (13), we obtain ,~,~,~
00 LWL  and 

W~  as follows: 

[ ]
[ ] [ ]LRLRLRLR

LRLRLRW 2,1,161,2,21.1,2,21.14,7,8
14,7,81,2,21.2,1,16~

0 −
+

=  

LRLR

LRLR
2,4,5.142948,1414716,168

15,9,29.2,1,16
++−+

=  

LR

LR
6321580336,596745672,840

3058240,929144,464
++−+

++−+
=  

LR

LR
2548,821,840
328,164,464

=  

;131.41,464.0,552.0 LR=  

00
~.2,1,16~ WL LR=  

LRLR 131.41,464.0,552.0.2,1,16=  

LR262.82104.1096.658,464.0552.0424.7,832.8 ++−+=  

;462.741,512.7,832.8 LR=  

[ ]LRLRLR

LRLRW 2,1,161,2,21.14,7,8
14,7,82,1,16~
−

+
=  

LRLR

LR
2,4,5.14,7,8

16,8,24
=  

LR

LR
114,39,40
16,8,24

=  

LR40
1576,770

382,5
3=  

;4.39,4961.0,6.0 LR=  
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WL LR
~.2,1,16~ =  

 LRLR 40
1576,770

382,5
3.2,1,16=  

 LR5
3552,385

3096,5
48=  

 .4.710,0415.8,6.9 LR=  

(4) According to Definition 2.7, the modal values of LWLW ~,~,~,~
00  

are, respectively, 6.9,6.0,83.8,552.0 ~~~~
00

==== LWLW mmmm  and 

their supports are the following open intervals: 

( ) ] [ ] [,6.41,088.0131.41552.0,464.0552.0~supp 0 =+−=W  

( ) ] [ ] [,750,32.146.74183.8,51.783.8~supp 0 =+−=L  

( ) ] [ ] [,40,103.04.396.0,4961.06.0~supp =+−=W  

( ) ] [ ] [.720,558.14.7106.9,0415.86.9~supp =+−=L  

5.3. Results 

● According to item 4 of Subsection 4.2, the modal value 552.0
0

~ =Wm  

and the support ( ) ] [6.41,088.0~supp 0 =W  indicate that the message 

waiting time 0
~W  in the buffer is approximately between 0.088 and 41.6 

hours. Its most possible value is 0.552 hour or 33 minutes. Likewise, 

● The messages number 0
~L  in the buffer is between 1 and 750. Its 

most possible value is 8. 

● The message waiting time W~  in the system is approximately 
between 0.103 and 40 hours. Its most possible value is 0.6 hour or 36 
minutes. 

● The messages number L~  in the system is between 1 and 720. Its 
most possible value is 9. 
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6. Conclusion 

In this paper, L-R method is introduced in fuzzy queueing theory to 
evaluate characteristics of a fuzzy retrial queue with patient customers 
when queue parameters are L-R fuzzy numbers. To get the results, this 
method does not solve any program from mathematical non-linear 
programming method. This fact constitutes a major advantage which 
make it short and flexible compared to this one. Attracted by this 
flexibility, we wish to know if there is one possibility to extend it to fuzzy 
queues models whose parameters are not L-R fuzzy numbers. This 
question remains operational for future research. With its help, messages 
number and message waiting time are successfully computed in the 
buffer and in the entire system in Section 5. Moreover, it is well-
established in fuzzy logic literature that for system designers and 
practionners, analytical results obtained under fuzzy environment are 
more useful than those usually obtained under conventional model, 
because they are very realistic and very informative. 
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